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ABSTRACT

Web based is the most famous portable technology, the WEB solution services can be obtained easily at any time in anywhere. That provides the crowd with the ticket for visit the Menara without losing time and effort. Web based allows to the users to use the Information Technology without being bound to a single location; it provides the users with the flexibility. In this study focused only to the development of a prototype for the Menara Alor Star e-ticketing.

Reservation system comprises of a database that is built using MySQL database application software, Apache server as the web server and JSP as its application server. The methodology used is General Methodology using the Unified Modeling Language—UA Approach.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This chapter gives a background of organization and further discussion about the problem statement, requirements, objectives, significant, scope and research outcome.

1.1 Introduction

Tower is a normal building built by human that are almost taller than normal building. Towers are normally can be stand-alone or as part of a larger structure or built to take advantage of their height. Since prehistoric times the tower have been used by human, in walls of Neolithic before (800 BC), from the best example on the oldest tower one the brooch structure in north Scotland. This tower has conical shape and roman, Phoenician, in the last cultures uses the tower to sentinel role and fortification (Hogan, 2007).

One of modern type to use less ground space, Strategic advantages, the tower throughout history has provided it is obtaining a better view of the surrounding areas, the users with an advantage in surveying defensive positions and including battlefields. Strategic-use towers can be found at military camps or prisons. Communication enhancement, the simple towers like bell towers, lighthouse and clock towers, used to communicate information over greater than distances for example the Menara Alor Star. Now some towers are in cell phone and radio towers and can use the tower to support bridges (Thomas, 2003).
The contents of the thesis is for internal user only
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